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RIG's September Newsletter
Welcome to our first newsletter.  We plan on making this a quarterly newsletter. The
content is going to come from our members, speaking to topics that they specialize in.  We
would like to hear from you! Submit an article to Jim at 
 Admin@RealtyInvestorsGroup.ORG. 

September 24th Meeting - 1031 Exchanges
with RIG Business Member, Ken Palmen of

Exchange Resource Group
Why utilize a 1031 Exchange: what benefits does it provide?
1031 Exchange requirements and processes
Advanced Exchange techniques
Review a "Power of Tax Deferral" example
Brief Overview of Joe Biden's Tax Plan and how it will affect investors

Ken dove into the world of 1031 Exchange by co-founding and heading up a Qualified
Intermediary company in Denver in 2012. In early 2019, he and the McCabe family saw a
mutual opportunity for him to sell his firm to ERG and come aboard. Ken has been a
Certified Exchange Specialist (CES)® since 2016 and currently serves on the CES
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Certified Exchange Specialist (CES)® since 2016 and currently serves on the CES
Council, a national group affiliated with the Federation of Exchange Accommodators
(FEA), which is dedicated to furthering Qualified Intermediary awareness, expertise, and
ethics. Ken also holds an MBA and dual undergraduate degrees.

A Colorado native, Ken ventured to Arizona long enough to earn dual undergraduate
degrees from ASU, to find his bride (also a Colorado kid) and to realize there's no place
like Colorful Colorado. Since returning in the mid-90s, Ken has been a member of several
executive teams in the greater Denver area, has earned an MBA from Regis University,
and has reveled in the fatherhood of two fantastic children. In his free time, he enjoys all
things soccer and taking in many of the activities Colorado is famous for with family,
friends, and the family dog, Nellie.

WE ARE LIMITED TO 40 PEOPLE IN THE ROOM. BE SURE TO GET YOUR SEAT
RESERVED WITH AN EVENTBRITE TICKET. RIG MEMBERSHIP IS SEPARATE.

CLICK HERE FOR THE TICKET

We welcome first-time visitors to our meetings for free. After your first visit, you are
encouraged to purchase a membership or pay $20 per person, per meeting.

David VanSteenkiste presented at the
August RIG Meeting on investing in land,
Raw Land to be specific. The recorded
zoom session has been uploaded to the
RIG website at

RealtyInvestorsGroup.ORG/members-
only-area/meeting-presentations/

 

RIG's August Business Member of
the Month is Vern Robinson with
Ridge Construction LLC. Be sure to
check with Vern regarding your next
project.
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Join us in October for the topic of

Private Lending.
 

YOU are the bank. We will have a panel of
our members who are Private Money
Lenders and those that borrow from
Private Lenders. Thursday, October 22nd.

The Commercial Real Estate Market
 

One of my favorite blogs is Brad Feld's.
He's a Colorado-based venture capitalist
and you can find it at www.feld.com. When
I was doing my MBA at University of
Colorado in Boulder he would come in and
speak and did a lot of things to help out. I
really like the way he thinks and views not
only markets and technology, but people
and startup communities. He recently had
a blog post on commercial real
estate: feld.com/archives/2020/08/ponderi
ng-the-commercial-real-estate-
market.html . Many of his portfolio
companies are trying to renegotiate leases
and running into problems. He seems to
feel that many of the commercial landlords
are doing things now that will hurt them in
the long run. It made me think about the

ABC's of Cost Segregation & 2020
Lookback Strategies

Disclaimer: Every business and
personal taxpayer's situation is
different. In no way is the following
article to be considered specific tax
advice – it is intended only for
educational purposes only.

To say the least, certainly, 2020 has
had its share of ups and downs...
Fortunately, we'll be talking about
something that is potentially quite
positive for commercial and multi-
family real estate owners and
leasehold improvement situations.
This article will cover the basics of
cost segregation studies and how it
can benefit real estate owners and
leasehold improvement situations
going as far back as the taxable
year 2014.

What is Cost Segregation?
Engineering based cost segregation
studies permit commercial and multi-
family real estate owners to
reclassify real property for
depreciation purposes and reclassify
it as a more rapidly depreciating
personal property. By doing this,
income tax obligations are reduced.
This reclassification results in
significant cash flow benefits to
potentially offset past, present, and
future years tax liabilities through
considerably shorter depreciable tax
life reclassifications and accelerated
depreciation methods.
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the long run. It made me think about the
future of commercial real estate,
particularly in office space. It also made
me think about short term vs long term
thinking in the note world.

In the note business, I see short term
thinking all the time. This especially
comes up when I meet someone who has
a note for sale, and then I find out it has
some heinous title flaw or isn't enforceable
because the statute of limitations has run
out, or the property is vacant and trashed,
or some other problem they knew about
and intentionally didn't mention. Maybe
they can eventually get lucky and sell their
asset to someone who makes a mistake?
But that's not the kind of person I or
anyone else wants to work with and
doesn't help to build a long term and
sustainable note business. The note world
is small and people talk to each other a
lot. So beyond being unethical this
behavior doesn't make any business
sense. Yet I see it all the time.

I believe that the impacts of COVID are
eventually going to create some amazing
opportunities in the commercial note
space. It could potentially be similar to
what happened in the residential note
space ~10 years, at least in certain parts
of commercial. But commercial is an area
I have never been active in before. So I've
been looking at the various commercial
markets and thinking about how I might be
able to take advantage of deals when they
come available. The problem for me is

depreciation methods.

Personal property assets include a
building's non-structural elements,
exterior land improvements, and
indirect construction costs. The
primary goal of a cost segregation
study is to identify all construction-
related costs that can be
depreciated over a shorter tax life
(typically 5, 7, and 15 years) than
the building (typically 39 years for
non-residential real property & 27.5
years for residential properties).
Personal property assets found in a
cost segregation study generally
include building-related items as
well as various land improvement
features of the property.

Building related items generally
include but not limited to walls,
flooring, and ceilings as well as its
plumbing, electrical, lighting,
telecommunications, and heating
and cooling systems.

Possible Land Improvements
generally include items located
outside a building that is affixed to
the land and do not relate to the
overall operation and maintenance
of a building. Land improvements
can include parking lots, driveways,
paved areas, site utilities, walkways,
sidewalks, curbing, concrete stairs,
fencing, retaining walls, block walls,
carports, dumpster enclosures,
signage, irrigation or sprinkler
systems, and landscaping.
Landscaping itself can be separated
into plants, trees, shrubs, sod,



come available. The problem for me is
while the opportunities may be great, they
would require a lot of time and brainpower
that would distract from my residential
note business. Not to mention there are
always risks involved when going into a
new area. (I've always liked Donald
Rumsfeld's quote about unknown
unknowns) Weighing everything out I think
it makes more sense for me to stay
focused on residential notes. I could
always change my mind at some point in
the future but for now, I continue to learn
more and more about residential notes
every day, so I'm going to stick with what I
know.

Cheers, 
Dan Deppen
 

Biking and Investing
 

Join us as we combine two great
interests... Motorcycling and Real Estate
Investing. We will meet at Frolic Brewing
Company in Westminster, CO, Sunday,
September 13th at 10 AM. We will ride
down to Golden, CO where riders from
Denver can join us and take Clear Creek

into plants, trees, shrubs, sod,
mulch, rock, and security lighting.

The strategy may also potentially
beneficial in non-owner situations
where significant leasehold
improvements have been made to
the property.

A cost segregation study is generally
most effective for buildings recently
constructed or purchased one to five
years back, but it can also uncover
retroactive tax deductions for older
buildings purchased or constructed
up to 20 years back which can
generate significant short term
benefits due to "catch-up"
depreciation.

In addition to providing lower taxes,
cost segregation can benefit
businesses in a number of ways:

Other Benefits of Cost
Segregation?

  1. Maximizing tax savings by
adjusting the timing of deductions.
When an asset's life is shortened,
depreciation expense is accelerated
and tax payments are decreased
during the early stages of a
property's life. This, in turn, releases
cash for investment opportunities or
current operating needs.
  2. Creating an audit trail. Improper
documentation of cost and asset
classifications can lead to an
unfavorable audit adjustment. A
properly documented cost
segregation helps resolve IRS
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to Loveland Ski area and up to Arapahoe
Basin Ski Area, then onto Breckenridge
for Lunch, arriving around 12:30. (Venue
To Be Determined). For those in Cars,
come join us for lunch. After lunch, we will
go south to Fairplay, CO, and return to
Frolic Brewing Company via 285. There
may be some stops along the way :) Even
if you are in four wheels, come join us. For
up to date information, CLICK HERE
 

CA$HFLOW Night
 

For those CA$HFLOW Fans, we are going
to have a game night soon. We are
thinking of gathering on a Sunday
afternoon in the Frolic Brewing Company's
Beer Garden for some CA$HFLOW fun. 
For those that are new to the game, you
can play online to get a feel for the
game. richdad.com/products/cashflow-
classic 
 

inquiries at the earliest stages.
  3. Playing Catch-Up: Retroactivity.
Since 1996, taxpayers can capture
immediate retroactive savings on
property added since 1987.
Previous rules, which provided a
four-year catch-up period for
retroactive savings, have been
amended to allow taxpayers to take
the entire amount of the adjustment
in the year the cost segregation is
completed. This opportunity to
recapture unrecognized depreciation
in one year presents an opportunity
to perform retroactive cost
segregation analyses on older
properties to increase cash flow in
the current year.
  4. Additional tax benefits. Cost
segregation can also reveal
opportunities to reduce real estate
tax liabilities such as property tax
liabilities and identify certain sales
and use tax savings opportunities.
  5. New in 2020 - Recent Covid-19
legislation has allowed for lookback
net operating loss strategies to now
mitigate tax liabilities as far as five
years back. This strategy is
discussed in detail
here: https://www.linkedin.com/pulse
/three-important-cares-act-changes-
which-can-increase-cashflow-estle/

Simple Example
Let's take a very simple example of
a commercial property with a basis
of $3.9M depreciated over 39 years
- in other words, the property is
being depreciated $100K / year. The
property is now five years into its
depreciable live meaning $500K has
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Give us about 2 minutes for a quick
survey and you will be entered in a
drawing for a $25 Gift Card. We are doing
a survey to see what investing interests
our members have. 

CLICK HERE FOR THE SURVEY

Race and Inclusion in Housing and
Investment: An Open & Essential

Discussion
Monday, September 14, 11 AM MDT

Hosted by Katy Fleming
Click here for Meetup Info

depreciable live meaning $500K has
been depreciated. A cost
segregation study identifies the
following reclassifications:
   * $300K - Reclassified from 39-
year depreciable life to 15 years.
   * $600K - Reclassified from 39-
year depreciable life to 5 years.
   * In other words, 30% of the value
of the property was reclassified to a
shorter life, thereby providing a
significant increase in write-offs that
can be used in the current year, up
to five years prior and going forward
to offset taxable liabilities.
 
Well that's it - you now know the
basics and benefits of cost
segregation studies and how it can
potentially benefit you significantly in
helping offset income tax situations
current, past, and going forward.

If you'd like to learn more about cost
segregation and potential benefits
for your properties and situation, we
offer no-risk consultations. Our team
at Stryde has nearly 20 years of
experience in performing
engineering-based cost segregation
studies for clients nationwide and
offers a free custom feasibility
analysis.

Steve Estle
Stryde Business Solutions
Advisor
303-604-0925 (Office)
steve@cashflow-grow.com
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